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Abstract—In finger vein verification, the most important and
challenging part is to robustly extract finger vein patterns from
low-contrast infrared finger images with limited a priori knowl-
edge. Although recent convolutional neural network (CNN)-based
methods for finger vein verification have shown powerful capacity
for feature representation and promising perspective in this area,
they still have two critical issues to address. First, these CNN-
based methods unexceptionally utilize fully connected layers,
which restricts the size of finger vein images to process and
increases the processing time. Second, the capacity of CNN for
feature representation generally suffers from the low quality of
finger vein ground-truth pattern maps for training, particularly
due to outliers and vessel breaks. To address these issues, in this
paper we propose a novel approach termed FV-GAN to finger
vein extraction and verification, based on generative adversarial
network (GAN), as the first attempt in this area. Unlike the
CNN-based methods, FV-GAN learns from the joint distribution
of finger vein images and pattern maps rather than the direct
mapping between them, with the aim at achieving stronger
robustness against outliers and vessel breaks. Moreover, FV-GAN
adopts fully convolutional networks as the basic architecture, and
discards fully connected layers, which relaxes the constraint on
the input image size and reduces the computational expenditure
for feature extraction. Furthermore, we design an adversarial
training strategy and propose a hybrid loss function for FV-
GAN. The experimental results on two public databases show a
significant improvement by FV-GAN in finger vein verification
in terms of both verification accuracy and equal error rate.
Index Terms—Finger vein verification, pattern extraction, con-
volutional neural network (CNN), generative adversarial network
(GAN), cycle-consistent adversarial network (CycleGAN), deep
convolutional generative adversarial network (DCGAN), U-Net.
I. INTRODUCTION
W ITH the growing demand for secured systems, biomet-ric identification has drawn increasing attention and
become one of the most critical and challenging tasks in
information security. For biometric identification, a number
of biometric modalities have been researched and developed.
These modalities can be generally grouped into two categories:
1) extrinsic modalities, such as face [1], iris [2] and palm-
print [3]; and 2) intrinsic modalities, such as finger vein [4] and
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Fig. 1: Vein pattern in the palm and fingers [6].
palm-vein [5]. Extrinsic modalities-based verification systems
are vulnerable to faked input, causing some concerns on pri-
vacy and security in practice. In contrast, intrinsic modalities
are hidden under the skin and are difficult to be faked; in
particular, vein verification can provide better security and
privacy for users.
A. Finger Vein Verification and Related Work
The veins and arteries are located under the skin. The finger
vein pattern, extending from finger root to fingertip, shows a
clear network and good connectivity (as shown in Fig.1). In
general, the finger vein pattern is hardly observed in visible
light because of the occlusion by fat and blood. Fortunately,
since different components of skin have different responses to
infrared light, the vein pattern can be observed under infrared
light. In [7]–[10], infrared illumination with wavelength of 850
nm was employed to capture finger vein images.
Although finger vein verification has been investigated for
many years, it is still a challenging task because the acquisition
process is inherently affected by environmental illumination,
ambient temperature and light scattering in imaging finger
tissues and other factors. In general, noise and irregular
shadow will ultimately compromise the performance of an au-
thentication system. To alleviate the influence of these factors,
a number of approaches have been proposed for extracting
the vein pattern from finger vein images. They can be broadly
classified into three categories:
1) Cross-sectional profile-based methods: In general, the
cross-sectional profile is valley-shaped because the vein
point has a lower gray value than its neighboring points on
the profile. Some classical methods, including repeated line
tracking (RLT) [4], region growth [11] and local maximum
curvature point (LMC) [7], have been developed based on
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this assumption. In repeated line tracking [4], the vein
point is detected and tracked by the depth of the valley,
and the vein pattern is then obtained by the binarization
of the tracking times. Region growth [11] considers also
the symmetry of the valley in vein point detection. Unlike
these two approaches in which the gray value is used,
LMC [7] calculates the local maximum curvature of the
cross-sectional profile to extract the center line of the vein
pattern; it is performed on four different directions, and the
extracted center lines from different directions are fused by
maximizing the curvature value on each pixel.
2) Neighborhood region-based methods: Wide line detector
(WLD) [8], Gabor filters [9] and their improvements [12],
[13] are the typical methods of this kind. These methods
classify a point based on the information of its neigh-
borhood region with a predefined radius. In WLD, the
current pixel is labeled as a vein point if the number
of its neighbors with higher gray values is larger than a
predefined threshold. In [9], a set of self-similar Gabor
filter templates is constructed and applied to a finger vein
image for vein pattern extraction.
3) Whole image-based methods: Mean curvature [14] is a
representative of the whole image-based methods. These
methods view the finger vein image as a three-dimensional
geometric shape and detects the valley-like vein pattern by
the negative mean curvature.
These traditional methods extract finger vein patterns based
on some attribute assumptions such as valleys and straight-
lines. As a result, they suffer from the following problems:
A) Most methods perform poorly on low-quality images.
Environmental illumination, variation of finger thickness
and noise can lead to low image quality. Actually a valley
shaped cross-sectional profile may not be detected in such
images, in which case most methods cannot work well.
B) The vein pattern has been labeled by different thresholds,
for example, tracking times, curvature value, and the
number of special neighbors. However, it is difficult to
determine these various thresholds. Take the threshold of
tracking times in repeated line tracking as an example: In
each tracking, the starting point is randomly selected from
an image, which means that the points in the vein pattern
and in the non-vein region may have similar probabilities
of being selected. The tracking process may be ended by
the point with a non-valley shaped cross-sectional profile,
thereby increasing the tracking times. Consequently, a
noise point in the non-vein area may have longer tracking
times than a vein point, causing difficulty in threshold
selection for binarization.
C) Some unique defects may occur in specific methods. For
example, extracting vein patterns by the maximum curva-
ture point brings gaps and burrs. The location of extracted
vein line varies with the direction used in extraction, which
also causes gaps and burrs in the fused vein lines.
To reduce such constrained attribute assumptions of the
finger vein patterns and overcome the problems of these
traditional methods, various approaches have been explored
by researchers. In recent years, deep learning-based methods
have been developed into finger vein verification due to their
powerful capacity for feature representation. Radzi et al. [15]
propose a 3-layers convolutional neural network (CNN) for
classifying feature maps into 50 subjects and achieves 100%
accuracy in finger vein biometric verification. Itqan et al. [16]
develop a CNN-based finger vein verification system, which
shows superior performance in finger vein datasets. Hyung
et al. [17] present an effective finger vein verification system
based on VGG-16, which achieves excellent results in realistic
databases. Qin et al. [6] design a 5-layers CNN model for fin-
ger vein feature extraction and construct a fully convolutional
network to recover pattern maps; their experimental results
illustrate that the recovered pattern maps can be powerful in
finger vein feature representation.
However, these CNN-based methods still have two critical
issues. First, all of them utilize fully connected layers and learn
the connection between a patch of finger vein image and the
probability of its center to belong to a vein pattern, so there
are some complex pre-processing and post-processing in their
frameworks besides using CNN for vein feature extraction.
It is difficult for these methods to be run in real time when
extracting vein features. Second, the capacity of CNN for
feature representation is restricted by the quality of the ground-
truth pattern maps of finger vein images used in training.
The wrong binary labels of foreground veins in pattern maps
often occur due to outliers and vessel breaks, and cannot be
recovered by these deep learning-based methods.
Due to these issues, the performance of above-mentioned
CNN-based approaches has been limited for finger vein pattern
extraction, which is still the most crucial and difficult step
in a system. Hence it would be desirable to design a new
deep learning-based method of finger vein feature extraction,
which should have no fully connected layers and can exhibit
robustness against wrong training labels of foreground veins.
Moreover, the fully convolutional network (FCN) [18] can
process the whole image in one forward propagation without
any pre-processing or post-processing, which has the potential
to reduce computational time for vein pattern extraction, and
thus may act as the alternative to the fully connected layers.
B. GANs and Our Contributions
Recently, generative adversarial networks have been suc-
cessfully applied to computer vision, including image style
transfer [19], object generation [20] and image resolution [21].
In spite of their strong capacity for data (or feature) generation,
there has been no research yet to bring them into finger vein
verification. To the best of our knowledge, this paper makes the
first attempt to accommodate GANs on finger vein verification
and address the wrong label problem by learning from the joint
distribution of finger vein images and pattern maps.
Generative adversarial networks (GANs) were proposed by
Goodfellow et al. [22] in 2014. GANs are designed for training
generative parametric models, and have been shown to be able
to produce high-quality images [22], [23]. They contain two
networks, a generator G and a discriminator D, as illustrated
in Fig.2, where G maps a random vector z from the latent
space to the image space while D classifies an input image as
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Fig. 2: Diagram of GANs.
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Fig. 3: GANs are trained by updating the discriminative
distribution (D, red line) so that it discriminates between the
samples from the real data distribution (blue line) pz and those
from the generated distribution (green line). The process from
(a) to (c) shows the changes of these distributions with the
training procedure going on.
a real image or a fake image. The purpose of G is to generate
realistic images, while the purpose of D is to discriminate
between the image generated from G and the real image
sampled from the data distribution Pdata.
The G and D networks are trained by optimizing a loss
function V (G,D) as
min
G
max
D
V (G,D) =Eh∼Pdata(h)[log(D(h))]+
Ez∼PZ(z)[log(1−D(G(z)))],
(1)
where h is a sample from the Pdata distribution, and z is a
random vector in the latent space.
As shown in Fig.3, GANs search in the joint distribution of
z and h for the best function to represent h using z. At the
start of the training procedure shown in Fig.3(a), the generated
distribution is different from the real data distribution, because
the learned generator is not capable enough to represent h
using z. After updating the discriminative distribution as in
Fig.3(b), the space of the probable joint distribution is shrunk
and an appropriately generated distribution is learned easily
under the discriminative restriction as in Fig.3(c). Generally
z represents a priori knowledge of the real data h and it is a
Gaussian distribution if no a priori knowledge is known.
In finger vein verification, a priori knowledge can be
obtained by labeling the finger vein features (as shown in
Section II-B). Thus, z can be the labeled pattern in this
paper: In our case, h represents a finger vein image from the
X Z X̂
G
F
DZ
Z
X X̂
Latent space
̂Data space
cycle consistency loss
Fig. 4: A forward cycle of CycleGAN, which contains two
generators: G : X → Z and F : Z → X and an adversarial
discriminator Dz . The cycle consistency loss is forward as
X → G(X)→ F (G(X)) ≈ X .
image space, and z is a pattern map from the latent space.
Furthermore, to make z learnable, we use z as the input of the
discriminator, as illustrated in Fig.5. In the adversarial training
between the generator and the discriminator, the best functions
to represent h using z and represent z using h are both learned.
Although GANs are simple and effective generative meth-
ods, training GANs is difficult because of several reasons:
firstly, it is difficult for GANs to converge and be trained
stably; secondly, GANs often fall into ‘mode collapse’, in
which the generator produces the same or similar images for
different noise vectors z. Various extensions of GANs thus
have been developed to improve the training stability.
Mirza et al. [24] extended GANs into a conditional model
and proposed conditional generative adversarial networks
(CGANs). In CGANs, the generator G and the discrimina-
tor D are conditioned on some extra information c, which
provides additional controls on the generative results. Radford
et al. [25] presented deep convolutional generative adversarial
networks (DCGANs). They propose a number of architectural
constrains of convolutional networks for both the generator
and the discriminator. The architectural constraints include:
1) replacing all pooling layers with strided convolutions and
fractional-strided convolutions; 2) using batchnorm layers; 3)
removing fully connected hidden layers; 4) in the generator,
using Tanh as the activation function and using the rectified
linear units (ReLU) activation for other layers; and 5) in
the discriminator, using the LeakyReLU activation in the
discriminator for all layers. Experimental results show that
DCGANs perform outstandingly in the training stability and
are able to generate high-resolution images.
Besides exploring the network architecture and the training
techniques of GANs, researchers also focus on developing
appropriate loss functions of GAN. The log-likelihood loss
function of original GAN leads to the vanishing gradient and
the training instability. To overcome the vanishing gradient
problem, Mao et al. [26] proposed least squares generative
adversarial networks (LSGAN), which replace the log function
by least squares function in the adversarial loss. Arjovsky et
al. [27] proposed Wasserstein generative adversarial networks
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(WGAN). They first theoretically show that the earth-mover
distance produces better gradient behaviors in distributional
learning compared to other distance metrics. Accordingly,
they made several changes to regular GANs: 1) removing the
sigmoid layer and adding weight clipping in the discriminator;
and 2) replacing the log-likelihood function with the Wasser-
stein loss function in the adversarial loss. The Wasserstein loss
function is shown as
WL(Pdata, PZ) = max‖D‖L≤1
Eh∼Pdata [D(h)]−Ez∼PZ [D(G(z)],
(2)
where ‖D‖L ≤ 1 means that the discriminator represents the
parameterized family of functions satisfying the 1-Lipschitz
condition; h is a sample from the Pdata distribution; and z is
a random vector in the latent space.
Another inspiring progress on loss functions was achieved
by CycleGAN [19], [28]. Compared with traditional CGAN-
based methods, CycleGAN brings in a new cycle framework
which couples up two GANs for adversarial training. Two gen-
erators G and F are designed for data translation: Generator
G transforms images (from the data space) to feature maps (in
the latent space), while Generator F transforms feature maps
to images. Simultaneously two corresponding discriminators
are designed for adversarial training. A complete CycleGAN
contains two cycles: forward cycle and backward cycle. The
backward cycle focuses on learning the mapping function
from feature maps to images, and the forward cycle aims
to learn the mapping function from images to feature maps
as illustrated in Fig.4. Based on this attractive architecture,
another powerful loss, namely cycle consistency loss, was
proposed for reducing the space of mapping functions and
accelerating the convergence of adversarial training. The cycle
consistency loss is expressed as
Vcyc(G,F ) =Ex∼Pdata(x)[‖ F (G(x))− x ‖1]+
Ez∼PZ(z)[‖ G(F (z))− z ‖1],
(3)
where G and F are two generators; x is a sample from the data
space and z is a sample from the latent space. Experimental
results demonstrate that CycleGANs can generate images with
comparable quality to well-designed DCGANs.
Inspired by DCGAN and CycleGAN, we propose in this
paper a CycleGAN-based framework termed FV-GAN for
finger vein verification. We design the network structure based
on the architectural constraints of DCGANs and design the
focal loss-based cycle consistency loss for our task. Main
contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows:
1) This work makes the first attempt to accommodate
GANs on the finger vein verification task. We propose
a CycleGAN-based approach termed FV-GAN and design
an appropriate loss function. In the FV-GAN framework
(as shown in Fig.5), two generators (Image Generator and
Pattern Generator) are designed as the major components
for mapping between the finger-vein image space and the
vein pattern space. The Image Generator is U-Net [29],
which transforms vein patterns into vein images. Simul-
taneously an encoder-decoder network is utilized as the
Pattern Generator, which maps vein images to vein patterns.
A robust generator for pattern extraction can be achieved
through adversarial training between the two generators and
a discriminator in our framework.
2) The proposed FV-GAN adapts CycleGAN to finger vein
extraction. Due to the lack of high-quality ground truth of
foreground vein (i.e. the wrong label problem mentioned
in Section I-A), CycleGAN cannot be utilized directly
because accurate vein patterns are needed for the training
of CycleGAN. Therefore, we develop an extra half cycle
along with the forward cycle of CycleGAN in Fig.4, in
which the generated fake vein images are input into the
Pattern Generator again to obtain the second image of vein
patterns, for the discriminator to distinguish the two vein
pattern images, as illustrated in Fig.5.
3) The fully convolutional network (FCN) [18] is used as the
basic architecture of the FV-GAN framework. Compared
with other CNN-based methods such as DeepVein [17] and
CNN+FCN [6] for vein pattern extraction, FV-GAN can
predict binary vein patterns from vein images of any size in
one forward propagation and transform a vein image into
a pattern map directly without post-processing. The vein
pattern extraction of our FV-GAN is time-saving, which
enhances the practicality of finger vein verification.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
introduces the proposed FV-GAN framework. Section III
shows the feature matching method for finger vein verification.
The experimental results and analysis are given in Section IV.
Finally, the paper is concluded in Section V.
II. PROPOSED FV-GAN FRAMEWORK
Traditional non-deep approaches extract vein patterns by
assuming feature valleys and line segments. In this section, a
new GAN called FV-GAN is presented to extract vein patterns
without making any attribute distributional assumption.
A. The Proposed FV-GAN Framework
We present an adversarial training-based framework based
on CycleGAN for finger vein verification (as shown in Fig.5).
The training is implemented in the following steps. First,
each pixel of a training image is initially labeled as either
vein or background based on the combined results of several
baseline methods. Then, for each patch on the labeled binary
map, a corresponding patch in the raw ROI image is input
into the Pattern Generator (an encoder-decoder network in the
proposed FV-GAN) to extract patterns. Then, the extracted
vein pattern is input into the Image Generator (a U-Net in
the proposed FV-GAN) to generate a fake finger vein image.
Then, we extract the vein pattern of the fake finger vein image
through the Pattern Generator again. Finally, we compare the
‘fake’ vein pattern with the ‘true’ vein pattern in a Binary
Discriminator to provide the loss. For testing, the Pattern
Generator extracts finger vein patterns of a test image and
outputs the probability of each pixel being a vein pattern. The
resulting images of vein patterns and probabilities can be used
for further vein verification.
The proposed FV-GAN is based on CycleGAN. Similar to
CycleGAN, FV-GAN also contains two generators, namely
Image Generator and Pattern Generator, which transform the
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Fig. 5: Framework of FV-GAN. The discriminator contains a CNN for discrimination between true and false pattern maps.
The Pattern Generator and the Image Generator transform data between the vein image space and the latent vein pattern space.
data between the raw vein image space and the latent vein
pattern space respectively, and utilizes the cycle consistency
loss for adversarial training. On the basis of CycleGAN, three
adaptations have been made by FV-GAN for vein pattern
extraction. Firstly, FV-GAN makes the first attempt to ac-
commodate GANs on the finger vein verification task and
creatively label foreground vein from obscure vein images to
mitigate the problem of wrong training labels. The previous
deep learning-based methods for vein pattern extraction are
designed on the basis of common CNNs, such as AlexNet
and VGG-16, and do not focus on the wrong label problem.
Secondly, the architecture of FV-GAN is different from Cy-
cleGAN, in order to address the problem of wrong training
labels. In the original CycleGAN, the discriminator DZ in
Fig.4 has to distinguish between the ground truth of vein
pattern and the generated vein pattern. However, in finger
vein verification, the captured vein images are usually seri-
ously affected by noise, illumination and other environmental
factors, and thus under current conditions, it is impossible
for us to obtain the ground truth of foreground vein and is
extremely difficult to label the foreground vein accurately.
Thus, different from the original CycleGAN, the discriminator
of FV-GAN is designed to distinguish between two generated
vein patterns: One generated vein pattern is mapped from real
vein images (corresponding to X in Fig.4) by the Pattern
Generator (corresponding to G in Fig.4); and the other is
mapped from fake vein images (corresponding to Xˆ in Fig.4)
by the Pattern Generator again. In other words, FV-GAN not
only contains the forward cycle of CycleGAN in Fig.4 but also
adds another half cycle. In the proposed half cycle, generated
Xˆ in Fig.4 is input into G again for obtaining the second
generated vein pattern, to consider and mitigate the lack of
accurate ground truth. Thirdly, instead of the L1 loss, the
focal loss is utilized as the cycle consistency loss because
the vein patterns in the latent space are binarized and the class
imbalance exists in vein patterns. Based on CycleGAN and our
adaptations designed for vein pattern extraction, the FV-GAN
can achieve outstanding performance for vein verification.
B. Labeling Finger Vein Pattern
In most image processing tasks [18], [25], images or image
contents are often labeled manually in advance for training
a deep neural network. This approach, however, is expensive
and time-consuming. To alleviate this problem in our task,
we apply an automatic labeling method. For an image M ,
we segment it into two groups, vein pattern or background,
by three baseline algorithms, namely RLT [4], WLD [8] and
LMC [7]. The image M is then labeled through merging three
resultant patterns under a majority rule. Let Mi (i = 1, 2, 3
and n = 3) be the vein pattern maps produced by the three
methods. We assign a binary label L(x, y) to pixel(x, y) as
L(x, y) =
{
1
∑n
i=1Mi(x, y) >=
n
2 ,
0
∑n
i=1Mi(x, y) <
n
2 .
(4)
The labeled finger vein images are binary images, where
the value of vein pixel is 1 and the value of background
is 0. Then we divide the raw ROIs and the labeled binary
maps into patches of size N × N and input these patches
into FV-GAN for training. During testing only the Pattern
Generator is utilized and the raw ROIs are directly input into
the network without any pre-processing or post-processing. In
the experiments, the size of patches is 32 × 32.
C. Image Generator Architecture
This Image Generator transforms pattern maps into finger
vein images, which is an image-to-image problem. Many
previous solutions to this problem used a U-Net, hence in our
FV-GAN, we develop a U-Net to generate finger vein images
from vein patterns.
The U-Net [29] in the Image Generator is shown in Fig.6.
It consists of a contracting path (left side) and an expansive
path (right side). The contracting path follows the typical
architecture of a convolutional network. It consists of repeated
applications of a 3×3 convolution (unpadded convolutions)
with stride 2, followed by a rectified linear unit (ReLU). At
each downsampling step we double the number of feature
channels. Every step in the expansive path consists of an
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Fig. 6: A basic architecture of the Image Generator: U-Net. U-Net is an encoder-decoder with skip connections between
mirrored layers in the encoder and decoder stacks.
TABLE I: Architecture of the Pattern Generator. Input size is
32× 32.
Layers Output Size Type Filter Size Num Stride
1 32× 32 Conv 3 8 1
2 16× 16 Conv 3 16 2
3 8× 8 Conv 3 32 2
4 4× 4 Conv 3 64 2
5 2× 2 Conv 3 128 2
6 2× 2 Conv 3 128 1
7 4× 4 Up-Conv 3 64 2
8 8× 8 Up-Conv 3 32 2
9 16× 16 Up-Conv 3 16 2
10 32× 32 Up-Conv 3 8 2
11 32× 32 Conv* 3 2 1
- 32× 32 Softmax - - -
upsampling of the feature map followed by a 3×3 convolution
(“up-convolution”) which halves the number of feature chan-
nels, a concatenation with the correspondingly cropped feature
map from the contracting path, a 3×3 convolution followed
by a ReLU and a batchnorm layer. In total the network has
13 convolutional layers.
D. Pattern Generator Architecture
The Pattern Generator is developed to extract vein patterns
from raw finger-vein images. Compared with the Image Gener-
ator, this Pattern Generator obtains binary vein patterns with
few details or textures and designed as an encoder-decoder
network. Its network architecture is shown in Table I. It
includes an encoder path (1-4 layers) and a decoder path (6-
9 layers). The encoder path consists of repeated applications
of a 3×3 convolution (unpadded convolutions) with stride 2,
each followed by a leaky rectified linear unit (LeakyReLU)
and a batchnorm layer. At each downsampling step we double
the number of feature channels. Every step in the decoder
path consists of an upsampling of the feature map followed
by a 3×3 convolution (“up-convolution”) which halves the
number of feature channels. In the final layer a Softmax
classifier is used to generate the binary pattern maps. In total
the network has 11 convolutional layers. In Table I, Conv is the
combination of convolution, ReLU and BathcNorm; Up-Conv
is the combination of up-convolution, ReLU and BathcNorm;
and Conv* is the single convolution layer.
E. Binary Discriminator
For the Binary Discriminator, an 11×11 PatchGAN, which
divides the whole image into 11×11 image patches and
classify them as true or fake, is utilized. Such a patch-based
discriminator network contains fewer parameters than a full
connected network and can work on arbitrarily-sized images
in a fully convolutional fashion.
F. Loss Function
We propose to use a hybrid loss function of the weighted
sum of two terms for the two generators.
The first term in the loss function for the Pattern Generator
is a focal loss [30]. Because the ground-truth pattern maps are
binary images (as shown in (4)), the focal loss in our FV-GAN
is two-class. Given a pattern maps yˆ of size H×W×1 and a
corresponding ground-truth pattern maps y of the same size,
the two-class focal loss is defined as
FL(yˆ, y)
=
1
H ·W ·
H∑
i=1
W∑
j=1
−0.25· [1− pt(i, j)]2 · log(pt(i, j)), (5)
pt(i, j) =
{
yˆ(i, j) y(i, j) = 1,
1− yˆ(i, j) y(i, j) = 0. (6)
The two-class focal loss term encourages the GAN model to
predict the right label for every image patch. Our tasks, extract-
ing patterns of finger vein through segmenting foreground vein
pixels from background non-vein pixels, can be considered as
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Fig. 7: Training and test processes of FV-GAN: The upper-
panel sketch is for the training process; the lower-panel sketch
is for the test process.
a two-class image segmentation problem. The cross-entropy
loss is a standard loss function in state-of-the-art semantic
segmentation models, e.g. [18], [31], [32]. But among the
ground-truth labels, the foreground vein pixels are only about
10% percent of all pixels and serious class imbalance exists.
To overcome this problem, a focal loss [30] is designed and
utilized specifically for our tasks, as shown in (5).
The first term in the loss function for the Image Generator
is the Huber loss. Given a true finger vein image x of size
H×W×1 and a corresponding fake finger vein image xˆ of the
same size generated by the Image Generator, the Huber loss
is defined as
HL(xˆ, x) =
1
H ·W ·
H∑
i=1
W∑
j=1
δ(i, j), (7)
δ(i, j) =
{
0.5 · [x(i, j)− xˆ(i, j)]2 |(x(i, j)− xˆ(i, j))| ≤ 1,
|(x(i, j)− xˆ(i, j))| − 0.5 otherwise.
(8)
The two generators are tasked not only to fool discriminators
but also to be near the ground-truth output in a distance metric.
The Huber loss can accelerate the convergence of CNN and
encourage less blurring.
The second loss term is based on the adversarial training.
Our Binary Discriminator aims at enlarging the distance be-
tween true and false pattern maps, so we calculate the distance
between the pattern maps generated from the fake finger vein
images and the inversion of ground-truth label maps as the
adversarial loss. The inversion of ground-truth label maps
means swapping the finger vein and background in the ground-
truth label maps. This means that the Binary Discriminator is
trained to enlarge the distance between fake finger vein images
and true finger vein images.
Mathematically, given a data set of N training images xn
and N ground-truth pattern maps yn, we use f(xn) to denote
the extracted probability map of patterns from image xn that
the Pattern Generator produces, and we use g(yn) to denote
the generated finger vein image from pattern maps yn that the
Algorithm 1 FV-GAN training procedure.
Require: Finger vein image patch set U ; vein pattern patch
set V ; generator parameters θig and θpg; batch size m;
number of critic iterations n
1: initialize θig , θpg with the Kaiming initialization method
with the negative slope of the rectifier 0 [33]
2: repeat
3: for t = 1, . . . , n do
4: sample images {u(k)}mk=1 ∼ U {v(k)}mk=1 ∼ V
5: input {u(k)}mk=1 into the Pattern Generator and
obtain vein patterns {v(k)T }mk=1
6: input {v(k)T }mk=1 into the Image Generator and
obtain fake finger vein images {u(k)F }mk=1
7: input {u(k)F }mk=1 into the Pattern Generator and
obtain vein patterns {v(k)F }mk=1
8: minimize 1m
∑m
k=1 Lpg(v
(k)
F , v
(k)
T , v
(k)) and up-
date θpg . Lpg is shown in (9)
9: end for
10: sample image {u(k)}mk=1 ∼ U {v(k)}mk=1 ∼ V
11: input {u(k)}mk=1 into the Pattern Generator and obtain
vein patterns {v(k)T }mk=1
12: input {v(k)T }mk=1 into the Image Generator and obtain
fake finger vein images {u(k)F }mk=1
13: input {u(k)F }mk=1 into the Pattern Generator and obtain
vein patterns {v(k)F }mk=1
14: minimize 1m
∑m
k=1 Lig(u
(k), u
(k)
F , v
(k)
F , v
(k)) and up-
date θig . Lig is shown in (10)
15: until convergence
Image Generator produces. Then the loss of Pattern Generator
is defined as
Lpg(θpg) =
N∑
n=1
FL(f(xn), yn) + λ · FL(f(g(f(xn))), yn),
(9)
and the loss of Image Generator is defined as
Lig(θig) =
N∑
n=1
HL(g(f(xn)), xn) + λ · FL(f(g(f(xn))), yn),
(10)
where θig, θpg denote the parameters of Image Generator and
Pattern Generator, respectively; FL(·, y) denotes the focal loss
for prediction y; HL(g(f(xn)), xn) denotes the Huber loss
for prediction xn; yn is the inversion of ground-truth label
maps; and λ is a hyper-parameter to balance two terms of loss
function (λ is set to 0.03 in our experiments). We minimize
the loss function with respect to parameters θig and θpg .
G. Parameter Update
In this work, we use stochastic gradient descent to train our
network with a batch size of 32. The update rule for weight
wk in the k-th iteration is
wk+1 = ∇k+1 + wk (11)
∇k+1 = 0.9 · ∇k − 0.004 · η · wk − η · ∂L
∂wk
(12)
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Fig. 8: Data partitioning and training set construction on the
THU-FVFDT2 database and the SDU database
where ∇k is the momentum variable, η is the learning rate,
and ∂L∂wk is the derivative of the objective. The constants 0.9
and 0.004 are the momentum and weight decays which can
reduce the training errors [13]. The weights in each layer are
initialized using the Kaiming initialization method with the
negative slope of the rectifier 0 [33]. We employ a learning
rate of 0.001 which is decreased by 10 percent every 6 epochs.
H. Training and Testing of FV-GAN
For the FV-GAN training, the input data consists of patches
of size N × N . When the input size changes, the width and
height of map in each layer will change accordingly. The
output dimension is decided according to the number of classes
to predict. The adversarial training step of FV-GAN in Fig.5
is illustrated in Fig.7 and described in Algorithm 1.
When testing, only the Pattern Generator is preserved and
utilized. Given a training or test image, the CNN computes
the probability of any pixel in the image being a vein pattern
within one forward propagation, and labels it with the winning
class with a probability threshold of 0.5. Then the vein pattern
network is extracted and stored in a binary image. The binary
images are subsequently used for feature matching and finger
vein verification.
III. FEATURE MATCHING
After extracting the region of interest (ROI), we apply
preprocessing to normalize translation and rotation variations.
As some variations remain there due to inaccurate localization
and normalization, a matching method is employed to compute
the non-overlapping region between two images with possible
spatial shifts.
Let R and T denote registered (reference template) and
test binarized feature maps of size m × n, respectively. The
template R¯ is an expanded image of R obtained by extending
its width and height to 2w+m and 2h+n; R¯ is expressed as
R¯(x, y)
=
{
R(x− w, y − h) 1 ≤ x− w ≤ m, 1 ≤ y − h ≤ n,
−1 otherwise.
(13)
(a) Raw finger vein image (b) Combined pattern maps
(c) CNN (d) CNN+FCN
(e) GAN in [34] (f) FV-GAN
Fig. 9: Visual comparison between different feature maps.
Recovered wrong labels are shown in red box. The blue box
presents the over-recovering by FCN [6]
The matching score between R and T is computed as
φ(R, T )
= arg max
0≤i≤2w,0≤j≤2h
∑m
x=1
∑n
y=1(R¯(x+ i, y + j), T (x, y))
m× n ,
(14)
where
(x, y) =
{
0 x 6= y,
1 x = y.
(15)
The score φ(R, T ) basically computes the amount of overlap
between R and T excluding the pixels located in the expanded
region. The parameters w and h are employed to control the
translation distance over horizontal and vertical directions and
are heuristically set to 15 and 10, respectively. The template
size m× n is 200× 100 in our experiments.
IV. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
In order to evaluate the verification performance of the
proposed framework in terms of effectiveness and robustness,
we carry out experiments on two real databases.
A. Databases
1) The Tsinghua University Finger Vein and Finger Dorsal
Texture Database 2 [35] (THU-FVFDT2 for short) consists
of 610 images acquired from 610 subjects by using an
open and contactless imaging device. The majority of the
subjects are students and staff volunteers from Graduate
School at Shenzhen, Tsinghua University. Each subject
provided index finger from left hand. The captured finger
images are collected in two sessions, separated by more
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Fig. 10: (a) The ROC curves of LMC, RLT, WLD, combination scheme (results from LMC, RLT, WLD based on Eq.4),
DeepVein, CNN+FCN, three CGAN-based methods and FV-GAN on dataset A3. (b) The ROC curves of LMC, RLT, WLD,
Gabor filter, ASAVE, DeepVein, CNN+FCN, three CGAN-based methods and FV-GAN on dataset A4 (the SDU database).
than one week. In each session, each finger provides 1
image and thus there are a total of 1220 images from
two sessions. Original images have the spatial resolution of
720×576. In [35], a preprocessed dataset with ROI images
of size 200× 100 is provided for finger vein verification.
2) The ShanDong University finger vein database [36] (SDU
database for short) were captured from 106 volunteers by
using a closed device designed by Joint Lab for Intelligent
Computing and Intelligent Systems of Wuhan University.
Each subject provided index, middle and ring fingers from
two hands, resulting in a total of 636 finger classes. The
captured finger images are collected in one session. In
the session, each finger provided 6 images and thus 3816
images are obtained. Original images have the spatial
resolution of 320 × 240. Since no preprocessed dataset
is provided for finger vein verification in their work, we
preprocessed the dataset in our experiment and obtained
ROI images with size of 200× 100.
B. Experimental Setting
To test the proposed approach, we split the two public
databases into three sub-datasets for training, validation and
testing. Fig.8 shows the data partition and the training set
construction schemes. For THU-FVFDT2, there are 610 sub-
jects associated with 610 fingers to provide the images in two
sessions. For SDU, there are 636 subjects associated with 3816
fingers to provide the images in one session. We divide these
two datasets into four subsets: a training dataset with 600
(300 fingers×2 images in THU-FVFDT2) images, a validation
dataset with 80 (40 fingers×2 images in THU-FVFDT2) im-
ages, the first test dataset with 540 (270 fingers× 2 images in
THU-FVFDT2) images and the second test dataset with 3816
(636 fingers× 6 images in SDU) images. The four datasets
are denoted as datasets A1, A2, A3 and A4, respectively. The
GAN is trained as described in subsection II-H. The validation
set A2 is used to confirm the generalization of GAN, and
datasets A3 and A4 are employed for verification.
In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed FV-
GAN for finger vein verification, we conduct extensive ex-
periments with several compared methods. Some classical ap-
proaches such as RLT [4], LMC [7], WLD [8] and Gabor filter
method [37] are carried out on two public datasets. Besides,
the state-of-the-art conventional method, namely ASAVE [38],
is also conducted in our experiments. Based on the labeling
scheme in (4), we extract the finger vein patterns and obtain
the binarized map L(x, y) computed by combining the seg-
mentation outputs of the three baseline methods (RLT, LMC
and WLD). To simplify the description, we denote it as the
combination scheme. In addition to these classical methods,
two CNN-based methods (DeepVein [17] and CNN+FCN [6])
and three CGAN-based methods (SegmentationGAN [39],U-
Net+PatchGAN [34] and SegAN [40]) are also conducted.
All deep learning-based methods are set as described in their
works and trained by using dataset A1. We compare all these
finger vein extraction approaches and the combination scheme
with the proposed FV-GAN. Their corresponding performance
is recorded in the following experiments. All the methods are
implemented with Matlab2015b on a PC with E5-2687W CPU
3.30 GHz, GTX 1080 GPU and 64.00 G memory.
C. Visual Assessment
Here we visually assess the extracted patterns by various
methods, to get more insights into the proposed method.
Fig.9 illustrates the finger vein extraction results of
CNN+FCN, combination scheme and the proposed FV-GAN.
From the obtained results, we can see that, compared with
the conventional approaches, the deep learning-based methods
effectively suppress the noise and extract more smooth and
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TABLE II: EER comparison between various approaches on the SDU database
Method LMC [7] RLT [4] WLD [8] Gabor [37] ASAVE [38] DeepVein [17] CNN+FCN [6] SegmentationGAN [39] SegAN [40]
EER(%) 3.65 5.85 3.76 3.34 1.39 1.37 1.16 1.53 1.48
Method U-Net+PatchGAN [34] FV-GAN
EER(%) 1.10 0.94
TABLE III: Verification performance of various approaches on
the dataset A3 (THU-FVFDT2)
Method Rank-One verification rate(%) EER(%)
LMC [7] 94.44 1.74
RLT [4] 92.60 4.52
WLD [8] 94.81 3.28
Combination 95.56 2.20
DeepVein [17] 96.67 1.44
CNN+FCN [6] 97.04 1.37
SegmentationGAN [39] 97.41 1.34
SegAN [40] 97.04 1.42
U-Net+PatchGAN [34] 97.78 1.26
FV-GAN 98.52 1.12
TABLE IV: Inference time of various deep learning-based
approaches with image size 200× 100
Method DeepVein [17] CNN+FCN [6] FV-GAN
Time(sec) 0.43 6.4 0.09
continuous vein features from raw finger vein images. As
shown in Fig.9(a), there is much noise in the raw finger vein
image, which leads to low-quality data. Some vein patterns are
corrupted and marked by the red rectangle. Surprisingly, there
are remarkable differences between vein networks of the same
finger extracted by the combination scheme, CNN+FCN and
FV-GAN. Compared with the combination scheme, FV-GAN
and CNN+FCN extract more precisely the vein pattern and
recover the vessel breaks in spite of various noise. Although
CNN+FCN succeeds in recovering the vessel breaks, extra
errors in blue box of Fig.9(d) are introduced into the vein pat-
terns by fully convolutional networks. This may be explained
by the fact that the FV-GAN learns the distribution of latent
vein pattern space rather than the pixel-to-pixel mapping, that
is learned by fully convolutional networks, between finger
vein images and vein patterns. Compared with CGAN-based
methods, the proposed CycleGAN-based FV-GAN accelerates
the convergence of training procedure and achieves better
performance on break recovering. The experimental results in
Fig.9 imply that the proposed FV-GAN is able to robustly
extract vein patterns from raw finger vein images.
D. Verification Results with Adversarial Training-based Fea-
ture Extraction
Now we present quantitative evaluation of the verification
performance in terms of effectiveness and robustness of var-
ious algorithms on the finger vein image datasets. In the test
dataset A3, there are 540 images associated with 270 fingers
which were captured in two sessions. We select 1 finger vein
image acquired during the first imaging session as training data
while the corresponding 1 image acquired during the second
session are employed as test data to assess the verification
performance. In the test dataset A4, 3816 images from 636
fingers are employed for verification. We select the first 3
finger vein images of each finger for training while the last
3 images of the same finger are employed for testing to
assess the verification performance. The genuine scores are
computed by matching images from the same finger while
the impostor scores are obtained by matching images from
different fingers. This results in 270 (270×1) genuine scores
and 72630 (270×269×1) impostor scores from dataset A3,
and 1908 (636×3) genuine scores and 1211580 (636×635×3)
impostor matching scores from dataset A4. The experimental
results from various approaches are summarized in Table II
and Table III. The receiver operating characteristics (ROC)
curves for the compared methods are illustrated in Fig.10.
We observe from Fig.10, Table II and Table III that the
proposed FV-GAN achieves on both datasets the best per-
formance among all the approaches considered in this work,
including the combination scheme of the three baseline ap-
proaches, DeepVein [17], CNN+FCN [6] and three CGAN-
based methods. For instance, the proposed FV-GAN reduces
by more than 12% the EER obtained by the best one (U-
Net+PatchGAN [34]) among existing approaches on dataset
A3. Such a good performance may be explained as follows:
1) The vein image is labeled based on several baseline
methods, it can guide the learning approach to extract robust
features for vein pattern representation. 2) The information
between different images cannot be inferred by conventional
methods because they segment each image independently from
the others. By contrast, the deep learning-based approaches
(DeepVein [17], CNN+FCN [6] and the proposed FV-GAN)
obtain rich prior knowledge by training the deep convolutional
network on a big patch set from different images. Therefore,
deep learning-based methods are capable of predicting better
the probability of a pixel being a vein pattern based on the
rich prior knowledge. 3) CNN is designed to extracted high-
level feature by back propagation. CNN takes as input the raw
images and iteratively uncovers hierarchical features to mini-
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Fig. 11: Results of the generator. On each panel, the left-hand
side is the original finger vein image, and the right-hand side
is the output of the generator.
mize its errors on vein patterns. CNN avoids the need of first
explicitly extracting some image processing-based features
that might discard valuable and relevant information about the
latent vein pattern space. 4) GANs learn from the joint distri-
bution of the image space and the latent space (vein pattern
space). The labeled vein patterns in the training dataset A1
can restrict the property of learned latent space. In the training
dataset A1, only a small proportion of the whole database are
abnormal data with wrong labels. The abnormal data thus has
little effect on the chosen latent space and a proper distribution
can be learned by FV-GAN. 5) Compared with CGAN-based
methods (SegmentationGAN [39],U-Net+PatchGAN [34] and
SegAN [40]), the proposed CycleGAN-based FV-GAN brings
the cycle consistency loss into and restricts the distance of
instance pair in both the latent space and the image space.
These restrictions can reduce the space of possible mapping
functions and accelerate the convergence of training procedure,
which pushes FV-GAN to outperform CGAN-based methods
on the vein pattern extraction task.
As shown in Table IV, we compare the proposed FV-
GAN with two CNN-based methods in terms of inference
time. The inference time is obtained by averaging the running
time on the SDU database. Experiment results reveal that
FV-GAN reduces by more than 98% the inference time of
CNN+FCN [6]. Such a good performance may be explained
as follows: 1) Compared with our proposed FV-GAN based
on fully convolutional networks, the CNN in [6] contains
two fully connected layers, which induce massive calcula-
tion. Accordingly, the inference time is also increased. 2)
CNN+FCN in [6] predict the segment result of a single pixel
in one forward pass. Therefore, the network needs to be passed
forward for 20000 (200×100) times when inputing a 200×100
image. In contrast, our method can predict the vein patterns
of an image with arbitrary size in one forward pass, which
reduces the inference time substantially.
The baseline approaches that are based on detecting valleys
have been shown to offer promising performance on their own
finger vein databases, but they do not generalize and perform
well on the THU-FVFDT2 and SDU databases that are more
realistic. Such a poor performance may be attributed to their
assumption that the profile of vein is valley-shaped, while
noise and variation of infrared illumination can also create
valleys in non-vein regions and erase valleys in vein regions, as
shown in Fig.9(a). When matching in such regions, wrong vein
patterns may generate additional verification errors. Similarly
to the valley detector, the line feature detectors make the
assumption that the vein pattern can be treated as line. Due to
this assumption, the line feature detectors are also sensitive
to noise and illumination, especially in these two realistic
databases. The line feature-based approaches [4], [8] obtain
the highest EER on dataset A3.
Surprisingly, combining vein features from the three base-
lines does not show higher performance than each of them.
For example, Local Maximum Curvature [7] achieves lower
EER compared with the combination scheme. This may be
explained by the fact that some approaches such as Wide Line
Detector [8] is sensitive to the noise and variation of infrared
illumination. The vein patterns extracted by these approaches
are not accurate enough to provide useful information for
the combination scheme, leading to poor EER of combined
vein patterns. Furthermore, these conventional approaches may
generate conflicting information due to their segmentation
errors in feature extraction. Thus, deep learning-based methods
using these combined vein patterns cannot achieve excellent
performance, such as DeepVein [17] and CNN+FCN [6]. In
fact, wrong labels in the ground-truth data for deep learning-
based methods are unavoidable even if the ground-truth data
is labeled manually, and sometimes it is difficult to distin-
guish between correct labels and wrong labels in some tasks.
Therefore, the adversarial training based on GAN is necessary
for deep learning-based methods to correct wrong labels and
improve verification performance automatically.
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we proposed a CycleGAN-based pattern ex-
traction model called FV-GAN for finger vein verification. The
FV-GAN framework was developed to predict the probability
of pixels being veins or background by learning a deep pattern
representation, and extract the vein patterns from finger vein
images. Experimental results show that FV-GAN can robustly
extract vein patterns and significantly improve the verification
performance in terms of verification accuracy and EER, which
verifies the effectiveness and efficiency of adversarial training.
In the future we plan to investigate the following interesting
aspects to further improve the performance of finger vein
verification. First, a larger database will be collected. Second,
in the experiments, we found that training GAN is difficult
and unstable even with the state-of-the-art techniques of
WGAN [27], CycleGAN [19] and DCGAN [25]. Hence other
deep techniques will be investigated to make the convergence
of GAN training easier and more stable.
Another interesting aspect is with the generated finger vein
images from the generator. We compared them with the raw
finger vein images, as illustrated in Fig.11. We can see that
the generated finger vein images contains less noise and
outliers. The generator is able to generate enhanced finger
vein image and finger vein skeleton from finger vein patterns.
This generative process is attractive because it can be applied
to solving many other problems in finger vein verification.
For instance, the generator can be developed to enlarge the
finger vein database. Vein patterns of raw data are extracted
by conventional or deep learning-based methods. Then, we
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input vein patterns into the generator with random noise. The
generated results will be different from each other since the
noise changes but they share the same finger vein skeletons
with raw images of vein patterns. Hence expansion of the raw
database can be achieved by this approach. These attractive
outputs clearly merit further investigation.
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